SERGERS 101: SERGER ESSENTIALS
June 29th, 5:30-7:30 pm Pacific
Whether you’re a novice or an experienced serger owner, this comprehensive
lecture/demo is great for learning and perfecting your serger’s stitches. Get to
know your serger’s components and how they affect the stitch. What makes the
edge of a rolled hem roll? How do you prevent stretching the seams on your knit
garments? What is differential feed and how does it work? You’ll have the
knowledge and confidence to tackle any serger project successfully. No supplies
or prior knowledge required!

Register for
one class or all
five beginning
June 10th at
noon PDT!

SERGER STITCHES
July 6th, 5:30-7:30 pm Pacific

Gail Yellen
Gail Patrice Design

We’ll look at some of the basic serger construction stitches and how to select the best one for your
project and why. Then let’s have some fun! With just a bit of tweaking, turn those basic stitches into
spectacular embellishments. Sergers aren’t just for clean finishing seams. Wait ‘til you see all the
stunning decorative stitches you can do on your serger.
To best benefit from this class, you should have prior understanding of these topics covered in the
previous series class: serger terminology, serger threading. Access to a serger is advised.

BEGINNER SERGING: CROSSBODY BAG
July 13th, 5:30-7:30 pm Pacific
This simple crossbody bag is a perfect project for practicing your beginning
serging skills. During this 2-hour session, you will learn how to serge 1/4"
seam allowances, serge both inside and outside curves, serge in-the-round
and so much more!

Alicia Welcher
Aliciawelcher.com

Attendees should gather and prepare their materials ahead of time. A list
and instructions document is provided, along with a digital pattern. This is
a hands-on sew along! Be sure to have your serger threaded and ready!

INTERMEDIATE SERGING:
SWEATSHIRT-STYLE TOP
July 20th, 5:30-8:00 pm Pacific

The crew neck sweatshirt-style top is making a fashion comeback and is a staple
for everyday wear. This style is fast, simple, and can be made on a serger from
start to finish. Make this top from a sweatshirt fleece, french terry, cozy sweater
knit – the fabric possibilities are endless. You will learn basic top constructions
including seams and sleeves, and more specialized construction for neckline,
cuffs, and bands. Techniques will include differential feed, quartering, sewing in
the round, and more. Pamela will also give you her tips for picking the right knits,
band ratio, and stabilizing.
This class will use a digital pattern, purchased for an additional $5 from Peek-aBoo Patterns: Adult Classic Sweatshirt. Pieces should be cut and sergers
prepared in advance!

SAVVY SERGING: TRAVEL GEAR TRIO
July 27th, 5:30-8:00 pm Pacific

Pamela Leggett
Pamela's Patterns

Coordinate your travel gear! We will be making three pieces to help
organize your packing when traveling – all created on the serger. You will
learn wrapped corners, creating piping, zipper installation, a very
ingenious stacking technique, and more. Try your hand at a zippered
make-up bag, travel tray and credit/license holder. You will be amazed at
how easy these pieces go together and how great they look and perform.
These items also make great gifts!
A list of supplies and cuts will be provided. Pieces should be cut and
sergers prepared in advance!

